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Nonlinear wave interactions in magnetohydrodynamic (MHD), such as shock refraction at an inclined density7

interface, lead to a plethora of wave patterns with numerous wave types. Identification of different types of8

MHD waves is an important and challenging task in such complex wave patterns. Moreover, owing to the9

multiplicity of solutions and their admissibility for different systems, especially for intermediate-type MHD10

shock waves, the identification of MHD wave types is complicated if one relies on the Rankine-Hugoniot jump11

conditions. MHD wave detection is further exacerbated by nonphysical smearing of discontinuous shock waves12

in numerical simulations. This paper proposes two MHD wave detection methods based on convolutional13

neural network (CNN) to enable wave classification and identify their locations. The first method separates14

the output into regression (location prediction) and classification problems, assuming the number of waves15

for each training data is fixed. In contrast, the second method does not specify the number of waves a priori16

and the algorithm predicts wave locations and classifies types using only regression. We use one-dimensional17

(1D) input data (density, velocity and magnetic fields) to train the two models that successfully reproduce18

a complex two-dimensional (2D) MHD shock refraction structure. The first fixed output model efficiently19

provides high precision and recall, achieving total neural network accuracy up to 99%, and the classification20

accuracy of some waves approaches unity. The second detection model has relatively lower performance, with21

more sensitivity to the setting of parameters, such as the number of grid cells Ngrid and the thresholds of22

confidence score and class probability, etc. The detection model achieves better than 90% accuracy with23

F1 score > 0.95. The proposed two methods demonstrate very strong potential for MHD wave detection in24

complex wave structures and interactions.25

I. INTRODUCTION26

Shock waves are common features in high-speed compressible flows, where the fluid state (density, pressure etc.)27

changes drastically over a thin region whose thickness is proportional to the mean free path of the gas. Because28

of the importance of shock waves in several applications, such as aircraft aerodynamics, astrophysical phenomena 1
29

and inertial confinement fusion (ICF) 2, etc., the detection of shock waves is an important and challenging problem30

in computational fluid dynamics (CFD) 3. Several shock detection methods have been developed for hydrodynamic31

shocks. Pagendarm and Seitz 4 proposed a shock detection method based on searching the density gradient maxima.32

Although the method is easy to understand, proper filters must be carefully designed to remove false results. Samtaney33

5 proposed the zero-crossing of the laplacian of the density field to detect shocks. Since the normal direction of shock34

wave is parallel to local pressure gradient, thus normal Mach number can be obtained from pressure distribution,35

Lovely and Haimes 6 proposed using the iso-surface of unity normal Mach number to represent detected shock wave36

surface. The above methods are relatively easily implemented, but their effectiveness and accuracy require further37

improvement. Kanamori and Suzuki 7,8 proposed shock detection method by calculating critical lines for the vector38

field of the characteristics. This approach can be applied in steady and unsteady two 2D and three-dimensional39

3D flows. A shock-wave-detection technique for continuum and rarefied-gas flows has been proposed using Schlieren40

imaging 9. The scheme is applicable for any existing 2D flow fields obtained experimentally or numerically. Samtaney41

et al. 10 proposed to extract shocklets in turbulence simulations based on finding the minimum for a cost function42

defined in terms of local Rankine-Hugoniot jump conditions. Fujimoto et al. 11,12 recently offered an alternative43

shock detection method by integrating Canny Edge Detection, which is one of the image processing methods to detect44

edges, and Rankine-Hugoniot relations. These two methods provide good accuracy, but implementation is somewhat45

complicated.46

In magnetohydrodynamics (MHD), a wave is considered physical only if it satisfies both viscosity admissibility con-47

dition and evolutionary condition13. In a strongly planar system, the fast and slow waves (shocks or expansion fans),48
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contact discontinuities, 1 → 3 and 2 → 4 intermediate shocks, slow and fast compound waves are considered admis-49

sible; while fast and slow waves (shocks or expansion fans), contact discontinuities and 180◦ rotational discontinuity50

(RD) are admissible in the planar system. Note that a flow is planar if there is no derivatives in the out-of-plane51

(z) direction, and strongly planar if there is also a reference frame in which there is no vector component in the52

z-direction. Therefore, shock wave detection in MHD becomes more challenging due to the variety of wave types 13,14.53

Wheatley et al. 15 discuss in detail the variety of waves resulting from shock refraction in MHD. Most shock detection54

methods developed for hydrodynamics have not yet been adopted or extended to MHD due to myriad MHD wave55

types, which cause these methods to fail classification and detection. MHD wave classification is traditionally based56

on the Rankine-Hugoniot relations, producing a set of nonlinear algebraic relations and compatibility relationships57

for a complex wave structure. Snow et al. 16 proposed detection method for MHD shocks based on upstream and58

downstream velocities relative to characteristic speeds of the system. This method was specifically applied to shock59

identification and classification in 2D MHD compressible turbulence-Orszag-Tang vortex evolution. Another example60

is that of chromospheric detections of intermediate shocks for MHD nonlinearities in sunspot atmospheres17 and a61

technique to identify the high-frequency MHD waves of an oscillating coronal loop18 has been developed. It is claimed62

that current detection methods for MHD waves detection remain somewhat limited, and thorough investigation of63

MHD wave detection remains largely unexplored.64
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FIG. 1. (a): Physical set-up for the problem of MHD shock refraction. (b): A wave structure of MHD shock refraction with
initially presence of By and (M = 2, η = 3, γ = 1.4, α = π/4, β = 2), IS, incident shock; CD, contact discontinuity; TF ,
transmitted fast shock; TS, transmitted slow-mode expansion wave; SC, shocked contact; RS, reflected slow-mode expansion;
RF , reflected fast wave.

65

66

This study developed two simple methods to detect MHD waves based on convolutional neural network (CNN).67

The proposed approach was applied to MHD shock refraction at an inclined density interface (e.g. 15,19). Fig. 1(a)68

shows a canonical physical set-up to investigate shock refraction. Flow is characterized by incident hydrodynamic69

shock sonic Mach number M (or fast magnetosonic Mach number for fast mode MHD shocks); density ratio of70

the interface η = ρb/ρ0; ratio of specific heats γ; angle between incident shock normal and interface α; and non-71

dimensional strength of an initially applied magnetic field β−1 = B2/2p0, where B and p0 denote dimensionless72

magnitudes of the applied magnetic field and gas pressure. Fig. 1(b) shows that shock refraction produces a pair of73

reflected and a pair of transmitted waves. RF and TF are the fast reflected and transmitted magneto-sonic shocks,74

respectively; whereas the wave type of TS and RS is strongly dependent on the chosen parameters (e.g. β, α and75

initial magnetic field orientation whether parallel or perpendicular to the motion of incident shock, etc.) 15,20. Fig. 276

shows an example of RS and TS transitions with increasing β (Bx is initially present) by fixing a set of parameters77

(M = 2, η = 3, γ = 1.4). With increasing of β in the strongly planar system (denoted as Ic), RS and TS transit from78

a slow shock to a 2→ 4 intermediate shock, and then into a slow-mode compound wave C1. In planar system (noted79

as Ir), with increasing of β, RS and TS transit from a slow shock to RD followed by slow shock, and then into a RD80

followed by slow-mode expansion. Further details are provided elsewhere15,20. Although Fig. 2 is somewhat difficult81

to understand, it illustrates there are many different MHD shock refraction structures with different parameters that82

are too complicated to identify by simply extending existing methods used for hydrodynamics.8384

From the point of view of machine learning application to fluid mechanics, deep learning has achieved considerable85
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FIG. 2. Locations of transitions in solution type with increasing β (Bx is initially present) along Branches Ic and Ir
(M = 2, η = 3, γ = 1.4) 15. 2− 4 designates a 2→ 4 intermediate shock, C1 designates a slow-mode compound wave, RD and
Fan designate a rotational discontinuity and an expansion fan, respectively. Branch Ic (Ir) denotes strongly planar system
(planar system).

recent success in CFD in the past few years 21–24. For the application of CNN, Lee et al. 25 shown that developed86

CNN could predict vortex dynamics at distinctive flow regimes with flow structures at different scales. Dai et al. 26
87

proposed a CNN based machine learning model to predict energy conversion efficiency for multi-droplet jumping with88

different initial distribution angles and radius ratios. The applicability of the machine learning based reduced order89

model (ML-ROM) to three-dimensional complex flows have been examined27. Specially, some shock detection methods90

based on CNN have been recently proposed for hydrodynamic cases 28,29, confirming that CNN methods can produce91

better detection results than some traditional methods. However, deep learning applications for MHD remain limited92

to date. Kates-Harbeck et al. developed a fusion recurrent neural network (FRNN) to predict disruptive instabilities93

in controlled fusion plasmas 30, achieving good efficiency to predict disruptions. The current study aimes to develop94

a simple CNN to detect MHD waves, constraining these waves to admissible types for planar and strongly planar95

systems.96

The outline of this paper is as follows. In Sec. II we first introduce the fixed output model in which the wave97

number of each training data is fixed, followed by the detection model without fixing the number of waves for each98

sample. Sec. III presents results and discussions. The two proposed models are first verified via hydrodynamic cases99

to demonstrate their robustness and efficiency in Sec. III A. The application to MHD wave detection in 1D and the100

reconstruction of 2D shock refraction are discussed in Sec. III B and Sec. III C, respectively. Finally, some conclusions101

are presented in Sec. IV.102

II. 1D CONVOLUTIONAL NEURAL NETWORKS103

In this section, we present two CNN algorithms to detect the MHD waves resulting from the shock refraction104

process. The two algorithms are developed based on supervised learning, using a training dataset to teach models105

to yield the desired output. Hence we need to provide a labeled dataset to train algorithms to accurately classify106

data and predict outcomes. The labeled dataset consists of input training datasets and labels. Primitive variables107

U = (ρ, p,V ,B) (each such state vector comprises six variables) are employed as input training dataset, where ρ108

and p is the density and the gas pressure, respectively; while V and B are two-component velocity vector and the109

magnetic induction, respectively. Each primitive variable is specified in a training sample, comprising Nt points.110

Presently, we choose Nt = 100 points in each training sample. Furthermore, each training sample is obtained from a111

1D numerical simulation or a straight line containing all five waves RF,RS, SC, TS and TF resulting from the shock112

refraction process. Here, we only consider these five waves in MHD shock refraction since IS type and unshocked113

density interface don’t vary as the parameters change, e.g. β, α and γ, etc. Thus, each training data has dimension114

(6× 100). The labels of each sample consist of labeled class c ∈ C and bounds (s1, s2) for each wave. It leads to 3w115

dimension of labels for a sample that consists of w waves. Presently, we consider C classes for seven MHD waves,116
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viz., contact discontinuity (CD), fast shock (FS), slow-mode expansion (Sexp), slow-mode compound wave (Scw),117

slow shock (SS), rotational discontinuity + slow shock (RD + SS) and 2 → 4 intermediate shock (I24). The C118

classes comprise three waves tor hydrodynamics cases: contact discontinuity (CD), shock wave (S), and expansion119

fans (Exp). We first test and verify the proposed algorithms in hydrodynamics (see Sec. III A), an example of training120

sample is shown in Fig. 3(a).121

Fig. 3(b) shows 1D CNN architecture used in the MHD wave detection. The developed two CNN algorithms have122

the same main architecture except for the output layer, which is different between the two proposed algorithms.123

The details of the two CNN algorithms are presented in the subsections Sec. II A and Sec. II B. The neural network124

architecture is composed of the input layer, convolutional layer followed by max-pooling layer (3 levels), two fully125

connected layers, and the output layer. The set of some main hyper-parameters of two algorithms are common, e.g. the126

optimizer “Adam” is chosen since gradient descent algorithms are basic optimizations to attain the optimized value,127

and the “Adam” algorithm is one of the most traditional optimizers for its robustness and effectiveness. Another hyper-128

parameter is the activation function “ReLU” (Rectified Linear Unit) that is set to achieve the nonlinear connection129

between the fully connected layers. The set of the other hyper-parameters of the two algorithms and their details are130

presented in the following subsections. The neural networks are implemented using the popular TensorFlow machine131

learning library.132
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FIG. 3. (a): Example hydrodynamic training data, where Exp,CD and S are expansion fan, contact discontinuity and shock,
respectively. (b): Proposed 1D CNN architecture for the MHD wave detection. The network has 3 convolutional and max-
pooling layers followed by 2 fully connected layers. For the fixed model, n = 100U , k = w × (2 + C), l2 = 128, l3 = 64, while
the detection model has n = 100U , k = Ngrid × (3Bo + C), l2 = 258, l3 = 128. w is the number of waves for each sample, C is
the total number of classes, Ngridis the number of grids for each sample, and Bo is the bounding box.

A. Fixed output model133

We now present the first CNN model, where the number of waves w of each training sample is fixed (w = 5 for134

MHD , and w = 3 for hydrodynamic shock refraction in 1D). The fixed output system models both classification135

and regression problems. For each wave, the system leads to a (2 + C) tensor for predicting the wave location and136

classifying its type. The output layer is then encoded as a w × (2 + C) tensor. Here, we briefly introduce the137

hyper-parameters setting for this model:138

• Prediction w wave locations leads to 2w neurons at the output layer, i.e., 10 (6) neurons for MHD (hydrody-139

namic) wave detection. This is a regression problem and the activation function connected to the previous layer140

is set as the “ReLU” type. Output from this part is evaluated by minimizing the mean square error (mse) cost141

function. The metric to monitor the training process is root mean square error (rmse).142

• Classification of w wave types. This is a multi-classification problem (C classes in total) resulting in w ∗ C143

neurons due to applying the “softmax” activation function at the final output layer. The number of neurons144
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from the C-classification is 35 for MHD cases, while it is 9 for hydrodynamic cases. The traditional cost function145

for multi-classification problem “categorical-crossentropy” is adopted and the “accuracy” is used as a metric.146

Appendix A provides the remaining hyper-parameter settings for this method. The model can be used for some147

special cases that the number of waves is known, e.g. Sod shock tube and shock refraction problems, but it is not a148

true detection algorithm since the number of waves is fixed a priori rather than remaining unspecified. However, this149

model can serve as a verification process due to similarity of its architecture as in the real detection model, which will150

be presented in the following subsection.151

B. Detection model152

Recently, several mature algorithms have been developed for real-time object detection in images, including Fast153

R-CNN31, Mask-R-CNN[R24]32, YOLO33, etc. The proposed detection model was inspired by the YOLO algorithm.154

There are two main differences between the present detection model and the fixed output model. First, we employ155

divided grids over the input data, leaving the number of waves in the samples unspecified rather than fixing their156

number. Hence this algorithm models detection as a regression problem, whereas the fixed output model regards157

detection as two classification and regression problems. On the other hand, this algorithm models detection as a158

regression problem. In the fixed output model this is regarded as two problems: classification and regression. The159

main concept is as follows.160

• The algorithm divides the input data into Ngrid grids. If the center of a wave falls into a grid cell, then this161

grid cell is responsible for detecting this wave. Each grid cell predicts Bo bounding boxes that predict wave162

locations, with correlated confidence scores κ. Presently, we set Bo = 1 as this is deemed sufficient for our 1D163

CNN algorithm.164

• The confidence score κ reflects how confident the model is that the box contains a wave and also how accurate165

it considers the box that it predicts. We define κ = Pr(wave) × IOU true
pred , where Pr(wave) is the probability166

for a wave being present, and IOU true
pred is the intersection over union (IOU) between the predicted box and the167

ground truth. κ = 0 if no wave exists in that grid cell and κ = IOU otherwise.168

• Each bounding box comprises three predictions: two predictions are the bounds for the predicted bounding169

box, denoted as (s1, s2), and the third prediction is the confidence score κ, representing the IOU between the170

predicted bounding box and any ground truth box.171

• Each grid cell also predicts C conditional class probabilities, Pr(Classi|wave). These probabilities are condi-172

tioned on the grid cell containing a wave. We predict one set of class probabilities per grid cell.173

• We multiply the conditional class probabilities and the individual box confidence predictions,174

Pr(Classi|wave)× Pr(wave)× IOU true
pred = Pr(Classi)× IOU true

pred , (1)

which encodes both the probability of that class appearing in the predicted box and how well the box fits the175

wave. Thus, we consider that a prediction to be correct if the classification Pr(Classi) is correct and IOU > 0.5,176

for example.177

This algorithm leads to the final output layer encoded as a Ngrid × (3 Bo + C) tensor. For the chosen default178

set of parameters, Bo = 1 and Ngrid = 10, the number of neurons in the output layer is 100 (60) for the MHD179

(hydrodynamic) case. Since the problem is modeled as a regression algorithm, the activation function for both fully180

connected and output layers is set as “ReLU” type, loss function and metric are “mse” and “accuracy”, respectively.181

Appendix B details the remaining hyper-parameters for detection algorithm.182

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS183

A. Verification via hydrodynamics184

This section presents verifications using the two proposed models for known hydrodynamic cases. In hydrodynamics,
training datasets are selected from numerical simulations of 1D shock tube34, shock contact interaction problems35,
etc. To generate training dataset, we set output time as 1 and randomly generate the ratio of specific heats, initial
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ratio of left/right density or pressure, Mach number, etc. Only data with three waves is acceptable for the fixed
model, but this is not a limitation for the detection model. Hence we select training data with only single shock and
isolated contact discontinuity for the second model. Moreover, we use at least the second order precision numerical
scheme or self-similar methods, with more than 200 meshes per unit length. The 5000 sample dataset is divided into
training and evaluation sets at 80:20 ratio. In each sample, the number of waves is fixed at three waves, and results
from left to right in the 1D solution profiles comprise a reflected shock or expansion fan R, a contact discontinuity
CD and a transmitted shock T . Detected waves include a combination of S, CD, and Exp. Moreover, The main
metrics to analyze predicted results are accuracy, precision, recall and F1 score,

accuracy =
TP + TN

TP + TN + FP + FN
, (2a)

precision =
TP

TP + FP
, (2b)

recall =
TP

TP + FN
, (2c)

F1 = 2× precision× recall
precision+ recall

, (2d)

respectively. TP and TN are true positive and negative, respectively, i.e., the number of predictions where the model185

correctly predicts the positive (negative) class as positive (negative); FP and FN are false positive and negative,186

respectively, i.e., the number of predictions where the model incorrectly predicts the negative (positive) class as187

positive (negative).188
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FIG. 4. Metric history for the fixed model, (a): total and location loss function history, (b): individual loss function history
for each distinct wave for the 1D hydrodynamic cases.

189

190

Fig. 4 shows the loss function history resulting from the fixed output model. The loss function history of wave191

position prediction is almost identical to total loss function, implying that the main loss function comes from the192

regression, i.e., prediction of the position for each wave (see Fig. 4(a)). Fig. 4(b) shows that the loss function history193

resulting from the classification is relatively small compared with the location prediction one, confirming that the fixed194

output model predicts wave type with very high accuracy (see Fig. 5(a)). The accuracy of classification approaches195

unity for all three waves. We also examine loss function and accuracy histories for the detection model in Fig. 5(b). In196

contrast with the fixed output model, loss and accuracy are shown as their totals since the detection model considers197

the whole system as a regression problem rather than combined regression and classification problems. Compared to198

the fixed output model, accuracy of the detection model is not always exactly unity, although it approaches 0.9995199

for epoch > 30. Relative lower performance for the detection model is attributed to the algorithm that decides if a200

prediction is correct or not. In the detection model, conditions for deciding whether a prediction is correct or not is201

monitored by the confidence score within each box and the class probability at each grid cell. Thus, some waves can202

fail to be detected if the confidence score threshold is set too high, reducing recall Conversely, some waves may be203

incorrectly detected if the class probability is set too low, and it leads to reduction of precision. Therefore, these two204

thresholds are chosen as trade-offs between precision and recall. Presently, we consider each prediction to be correct205
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only if κ > 0.5 and the probability of class i Pr(Classi|wave) > 0.5.206
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FIG. 5. Accuracy history for the (a) fixed model and (b) detection model in 1D hydrodynamic cases.
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FIG. 6. Confusion matrix of hydrodynamic cases. (a): fixed output model, (b): detection model. S, shock; CD, contact
discontinuity; Exp, expansion fans; Bgd, background.

After training the models, we employ the two trained models to predict an untrained dataset. Fig. 6 shows the209

confusion matrices for the trained models predicting on an untrained dataset. The fixed model achieves all metrics210

to unity, whereas the detection model achieves mean accuracy = 0.99, precision = 1, recall = 0.99, and F1 = 0.995211

The detection model metrics are only slightly reduced, and hence the performance of the detection model remains212

excellent. Thus, we conclude that the detection model is a promising method for MHD wave detection.213

B. Detection of MHD waves214

This section investigates MHD wave detection for the models verified above using hydrodynamic cases. Data from215

MHD shock refraction in 1D are employed as the training dataset. We consider seven MHD wave types with five216

fixed waves in each sample for the fixed output model (RF , RS, CD, TS, and TF ), whereas the number of waves217
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in each sample remained unfixed for the detection model. We first examine the performance of the detection model218
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220

with different values for Ngrid, as shown in Fig. 7(a). The evolution of average metrics is not linear as Ngrid increases.221

In the studied range of Ngrid, all mean metrics exhibit a local minimum at Ngrid = 20, with mean recall, precision222

and F1 being symmetry about Ngrid = 20. Hence the detection model achieves good performance by considering the223

trade-off between accuracy (0.9435) and F1 (0.9696) at Ngrid = 15. If a high precision > 0.99 is expected, Ngrid = 10224

is also a good option with a relative lower accuracy of 0.9112 and F1 = 0.9469. We next investigate the influence of225

thresholds of class probability on the model by fixing the confidence as 0.5, see in Fig. 7(b). The model has good226

performance at several thresholds of class probability, and to retain the stability of the model, we finally choose the227

threshold of class probability of 0.5. Figure 7(c) shows there is no significant performance difference for κ ∈ (0.2, 0.4),228

and F1 and accuracy reduce as confidence increases above κ > 0.4. Hence κ = 0.4 is a reasonable choice for the229

confidence threshold. The detection model achieve good performance for MHD wave detection by setting suitable230

parameters, i.e., Ngrid, and thresholds of confidence and class probability. Therefore, we set Ngrid = 10, κ = 0.5 and231

class probability as 0.5 thresholds for subsequent detection model investigations.232233

Fig. 8(a) confirms that wave location prediction is the main contribution to total loss function for the fixed output234

model on MHD cases, consistent with hydrodynamics outcomes. The evolution of total loss function with increasing235

epoch is very similar to the regression component (predicting of wave locations). Fig. 8(b) shows that classification236

loss function approximated to 10−7 for the middle wave (CD) when the model is close to being well trained (epoch237

> 20). This is relatively small loss compared with the other losses since CD is shocked contact for all the training238

datasets, and hence it is reasonable that CD loss is the smallest component. In contrast, Fig. 8(c) shows classification239

loss for RF and TF waves ≈ 10−2 when the model is close to being well trained. CD is fixed type; but each RF and240

TF are not, and could be fast shock (FS) or slow-mode expansion fan (Sexp), causing slightly higher loss function241
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FIG. 8. Loss function history of the fixed output model for MHD cases. (a): Total and location loss function history. (b): Loss
function history of CD. (c): Loss function history of TF and RF . (d): Loss function history of TS and RS.

for each training epoch compared with CD loss function. Figure 8(d) shows that the same reasoning applies to242

classification loss evolution for TS and RS waves. TS and RS could any of SS, I24, Scw, or RD depending on243

the initial conditions. TS and RS accuracy was not exactly unity after training due to the prevalence of multiple244

wave types, whereas accuracy is precisely unity for the other three waves (RF , TF , and CD), as shown in Fig. 9).245

Figure 10 shows detection model overall loss tends to be stable and accuracy approximated to 0.999 after training for246

MHD cases. Thus, the detection model exhibits good performance for MHD cases.247248

Figures 11(a) and 11(b) show confusion matrices for predicting an untrained dataset using trained fixed output and249

detection models, respectively. The fixed model achieves accuracy around 0.999 with similarly high recall = 0.998,250

precision = 0.999, and F1 = 0.998. This high F1 indicates the fixed model has excellent robustness for MHD wave251

detection due to using shock refraction in 1D. However, the detection model fails to find several waves, particularly252

CD type; whereas the fixed model detects CD type waves with accuracy = 1, and smallest loss. The parameter set is253

the same as for hydrodynamics: Ngrid = 10, confidence = 0.5 and class probability threshold = 0.5. For the detection254

model, the accuracy is 0.9113, the recall and precision are 0.9133 and 0.9975, respectively, and the F1 score is thus255

0.9469. The relative low recall may be attributed to Ngrid and confidence and class probability threshold settings.256

Thus, the detection model shows promise for MHD wave detection since its simple algorithm uses only 1D input data.257

258259
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FIG. 9. Fixed output model accuracy for MHD cases: (a) RF , CD, and TF ; and (b) RS and TS.
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FIG. 10. Loss function and accuracy history of the detection model for MHD cases.

C. Reconstruction of the 2D wave structure260

Finally, we applied the best trained detection model based on 1D input dataset to reconstruct wave structures for261

2D MHD shock refraction. The 2D dataset is obtained from numerical simulations using the developed self-similar262

method35,36, and subsequently split into numerous 1D datasets by taking vertical or horizontal slices from the 2D263

data. Each 1D dataset contains R, CD and T waves for hydrodynamics; and RF , RS, CD, TS, and TF waves264

for MHD. Fig. 12 and reffig13 show reconstructed 2D wave patterns for hydrodynamics and MHD, respectively. The265

hydrodynamic case fails to detect some waves, including S and CD waves in the triple point vicinity, and CD waves are266

erroneously detected as S. Non-detection and incorrect classification are caused by the waves being in close physical267

proximity, with consequential numerical smearing due to the underlying numerical method. The same reasoning268

applies for non-detection and incorrect classification near reflected waves from the bottom wall. However, the simple269

1D detection model still successfully reproduces the general hydrodynamic shock refraction structure. Non-detected270

waves and incorrect classification occur in the quintuple point vicinity for MHD cases, i.e., where all the waves271

intersect. In this case, RS and TS are SS and I24 waves, respectively, and incorrect wave type classification occurs272

for these two types. Similar to the hydrodynamics case, non-detection and incorrect classification in the reflection273

region from the bottom wall is more severe since the wave patterns are complicated and in physical proximity with274

each other. All the waves are accurately detected just a small distance away from the triple or quintuple points for275

hydrodynamics and MHD, respectively. One way further develop a method to connect the dots to reproduce the entire276
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(a) (b)

FIG. 11. Confusion matrix of MHD case. (a): fixed output model, (b): detection model.

wave front for each wave. We successfully reproduce the main 2D shock refraction structure, particularly in vicinity277

where all the waves interact. Although the proposed model classification is not as accurate as traditional MHD wave278

classification methods, i.e., Rankine-Hugoniot relations, it offers a reasonable alternative that is somewhat easier to279

implement and more straightforward to use.280

FIG. 12. Numerical density field overlaid with detected hydrodynamic shock waves resulting from the detection CNN model.
Red and blue points denote hydrodynamic shock and shocked contact, respectively.
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FIG. 13. Numerical density field overlaid with detected MHD shock waves resulting from the detection CNN model. Yellow
and blue points denote hydrodynamic shock and shocked contact, respectively; purple, green and red points stand slow shock,
2→ 4 intermediate shock and fast shock, respectively.

IV. CONCLUSION281

In summary, the present work represents the first instance detecting MHD waves based on a machine learning282

approach. MHD shock refraction includes many different wave types that interact with each other in a complex283

manner. Detecting such waves by traditional methods, such as those to detect hydrodynamic shocks, is cumbersome284

and error prone. The proposed concept comprises neural networks that employ simple 1D training datasets to detect285

multi-class MHD waves, such as intermediate shocks, compound waves, rotational discontinuities, etc. We developed286

separate fixed output and detection models. The fixed output model achieved accuracy, recall, and precision all up287

0.99. The main shortcoming for this model is that the wave number needs to be fixed a priori for all training datasets.288

Hence the model has limited applicability for general wave detection cases. However, the underlying CNN can be289

adapted to the detection model, which considered wave classification and position prediction as a single regression290

problem. The essential concept is that we divide the input dataset into Ngrid grid cells, which enables the model291

to be applied to more general wave detection problems with the accompanying advantage that the number of waves292

need not be fixed. Each grid predicts the confidence score and class probability which are then used as conditions to293

decide whether the detection is correct or not. The detection model is sensitively affected by the parameters settings,294

such as Ngrid, and confidence score and class probability thresholds; achieving good accuracy approximated to 0.9295

and F1 ≈ 0.95. However, the proposed detection model does not achieve good performance in the vicinity where296

many waves are in close physical proximity. This was attributed to numerical smearing of these waves, and that the297

model was trained with one dimensional datasets. The proposed CNN methods provide a viable alternative to the298

traditional Rankine-Hugoniot approach if acceptable accuracy is not extremely high.299
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TABLE I. Hyperparameters of the fixed output CCN model for MHD case

Hyperparameter Explanation Specified or Best value
αlr Learning rate 1.0 ×10−3

n Number of features/sample 600
k Number of output neurons 45

n1 Number of neurons at 1th full connected layer 128

n2 Number of neurons at 2nd full connected layer 64
lconv Number of 1D convolutional layers 3
fconv Number of 1D convolutional filters 64
sconv Size of 1D convolutional filters 5, 4 and 3 in sequence
lpool Number of 1D max-pooling layers 3
spool Size of 1D max-pooling 5
Optimizer Stochastic gradient descent Adam
Activationfull Activation function for full connected layers Relu
Activationout Activation function for output layer Relu & softmax
loss Loss function mse & categorical-crossentropy
metric Metric to control the running epoch rmse & accuracy

Appendix A: Hyperparameters of the fixed output CCN model for MHD case303

Appendix B: Hyperparameters of the detection CCN model for MHD case304

TABLE II. Hyperparameters of the detection CCN model for MHD case

Hyperparameter Explanation Specified value
αlr Learning rate 1.0 ×10−3

n Number of features/sample 600
Ngrid Number of grids 10
Bo Number of bounding boxes 1
C Number of classes 8
k Number of output neurons Ngrid × (3Bo+ C)
n1 Number of neurons at 1th full connected layer 256

n2 Number of neurons at 2nd full connected layer 128
lconv Number of 1D convolutional layers 3
fconv Number of 1D convolutional filters 64
sconv Size of 1D convolutional filters 5, 4 and 3 in sequence
lpool Number of 1D max-pooling layers 3
spool Size of 1D max-pooling 5
Optimizer Stochastic gradient descent Adam
Activationfull Activation function for full connected layers Relu
Activationout Activation function for output layer Relu
loss Loss function mse
metric Metric to control the running epoch accuracy
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